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4 of 4 review helpful Terrible By Matthew Zimmermann I love reading I love books and have shelves full of the books 
I ve read I liked Bond s early work And in all the time I ve been reading I ve only thrown away one book This was 2 
There is no action in this book just alot of political deals and talking The action sequences are maybe a few pages then 
10 25 more pages of tedious political While trailing a Chinese nuclear attack sub Jerry Mitchell the captain of USS 
North Dakota is shocked to see the Chinese boat torpedo a Vietnamese merchant ship This blatant act of aggression is 
the opening gambit in a war that has blindsided the U S and quickly embroiled all nations in the western Pacific These 
nations bound together in the newly formed Littoral Alliance have begun a covert submarine campaign aimed at 
crippling China s economy befo From Booklist Jerry Mitchell Bond rsquo s hero in three previous adventures now 
commands his own sub the USS North Dakota While trailing a Chinese nuclear sub Mitchell observes it torpedoing a 
Vietnamese ship 
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